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“Danna Beal’s important new book, The Extraordinary Workplace, gives you essen-
tial insights to transform your workplace by rebuilding relationships with trust and 
integrity.”   
—Bill George, professor, Harvard Business School and author of True North 
  
"Reading The Extraordinary Workplace could just be the solution to bringing harmony and 
peace to the workplace.  It's an important book." 
—Wally Amos, The Famous Cookie Man and author of Watermelon Credo 
 
“The Extraordinary Workplace is a book for anyone who works—no matter what your role in 
the organization. Discover how you can find peace in today’s chaotic workplace.” 
—Russell Bishop, Managing Partner, Bishop& Bishop and author of Workarounds That 
Work 
 
 “Danna Beal’s book puts relationships in the workplace under the microscope and 
offers practical, helpful, spiritual nuggets as ways of healing the workplace.” 
—Gerald Jampolsky, M.D., Author, “Love is Letting Go of Fear”  
 
“BRAVO!! The book is magnificent. You look into the eyes of so many critical mis-
takes in corporate life, and you stare them down with a stunning form of connectivity, 
compassion, and human caring. This work should turn tattered from use in the hands 
of every executive in the world.” 
—Mike Cogdill, Emmy Award winning television journalist, author of She-
Rain 
  

Enlightened Leadership:   
Restoring Trust and Compassion in the Workplace Culture 

Results: 
Develop leaders and managers who have the inner courage and authenticity of great 

leaders. 
Rebuild relationships, starting from the top down. 
Give up the constraints of the ego and its need for external validation. 
Replace fear with trust and compassion so people can perform at their best.  
Build teamwork, cooperation and synergism instead of internal rivalry and competition. 
Expand productivity, creativity, profitability and enthusiasm of team members. 
 Increase loyalty, respect, retention, and commitment. 
End power struggles, paranoia, gossip, personal agendas and drama that drain time 

and money. 
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